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Dosimetric effects of breathing motion in radiotherapy

During radiotherapy, patients are treated using ionizing radiation with the aim to eradicate the tumour while sparing surrounding healthy tissue. This may be compromised for treatment in the thorax and abdomen because of breathing motion, resulting in a degradation of the dose distribution to the tumour and healthy tissue. Treatment during controlled deep inspiration could mitigate the motion and lead to favourable anatomical changes in the tumour position with respect to healthy tissue. In the work presented in this thesis, various effects of breathing motion on the tumour and healthy tissue dose distribution in photon and proton therapy were investigated.
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The goal of radiotherapy is to deliver a homogeneous high dose of radiation to a tumour while minimising the dose to the surrounding healthy tissue. To achieve this, increasingly advanced treatment techniques, such as volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) and proton therapy, have been developed. However, these treatment techniques are sensitive to patient motion, such as breathing, which may degrade the dose distribution to the tumour and healthy tissue. The simultaneous movement of the tumour and treatment delivery may cause unwanted heterogeneities in the dose distribution, so-called interplay effects. Treatment during deep inspiration (DI) could mitigate the motion and lead to favourable anatomical changes in the tumour position with respect to healthy tissue. The aim of the work presented in this thesis was to investigate various effects of breathing motion on the tumour and healthy tissue dose distribution in radiotherapy.

Potential healthy tissue dose sparing using DI photon or proton therapy was investigated for left-sided breast cancer and mediastinal Hodgkin’s lymphoma (HL) by performing comparative treatment planning studies. The use of DI reduced the dose to healthy tissue for left-sided breast cancer patients. It also reduced the healthy tissue dose for most mediastinal HL patients, but the benefits were more patient specific due to large variations in the disease distribution. Protons reduced the dose to healthy tissue for both left-sided breast cancer and mediastinal HL patients compared to photons, regardless of the use of DI.

A tool to simulate breathing-motion-induced interplay effects for VMAT was developed and used to investigate how interplay effects vary for different treatment scenarios. The tool was further adapted for use in a more clinical setting to investigate interplay effects for stereotactic VMAT treatment of liver metastases. Interplay effects were shown to negatively affect the dose distribution, resulting in underdosing part of the tumour. The extent of interplay effects depended on the tumour motion and treatment plan characteristics.

In conclusion, major dosimetric effects of breathing motion on radiotherapy treatment were demonstrated by the work presented in this thesis. A beneficial effect of reduced healthy tissue dose was observed when the patient used controlled DI. Furthermore, by knowing the breathing-induced motion of the tumour, the treatment delivery parameters can be selected wisely to minimise unwanted interplay effects. Knowledge of the dosimetric effects of breathing motion is important to be able to individually optimise the radiotherapy treatment.
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Abstract

The goal of radiotherapy is to deliver a homogeneous high dose of radiation to a tumour while minimising the dose to the surrounding healthy tissue. To achieve this, increasingly advanced treatment techniques, such as volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) and proton therapy, have been developed. However, these treatment techniques are sensitive to patient motion, such as breathing, which may degrade the dose distribution to the tumour and healthy tissue. The simultaneous movement of the tumour and treatment delivery may cause unwanted heterogeneities in the dose distribution, so-called interplay effects. Treatment during deep inspiration (DI) could mitigate the motion and lead to favourable anatomical changes in the tumour position with respect to healthy tissue. The aim of the work presented in this thesis was to investigate various effects of breathing motion on the tumour and healthy tissue dose distribution in radiotherapy.

Potential healthy tissue dose sparing using DI photon or proton therapy was investigated for left-sided breast cancer and mediastinal Hodgkin’s lymphoma (HL) by performing comparative treatment planning studies. The use of DI reduced the dose to healthy tissue for left-sided breast cancer patients. It also reduced the healthy tissue dose for most mediastinal HL patients, but the benefits were more patient specific due to large variations in the disease distribution. Protons reduced the dose to healthy tissue for both left-sided breast cancer and mediastinal HL patients compared to photons, regardless of the use of DI.

A tool to simulate breathing-motion-induced interplay effects for VMAT was developed and used to investigate how interplay effects vary for different treatment scenarios. The tool was further adapted for use in a more clinical setting to investigate interplay effects for stereotactic VMAT treatment of liver metastases. Interplay effects were shown to negatively affect the dose distribution, resulting in underdosing part of the tumour. The extent of interplay effects depended on the tumour motion and treatment plan characteristics.

In conclusion, major dosimetric effects of breathing motion on radiotherapy treatment were demonstrated by the work presented in this thesis. A beneficial effect of reduced healthy tissue dose was observed when the patient used controlled DI. Furthermore, by knowing the breathing-induced motion of the tumour, the treatment delivery parameters can be selected wisely to minimise unwanted interplay effects. Knowledge of the dosimetric effects of breathing motion is important to be able to individually optimise the radiotherapy treatment.

interplayeffekter, vilket gav upphov till en ojämna fördelning av strålningen till tumören. Delar av tumören fick således för lite strålning, vilket skulle kunna påverka behandlingsresultatet negativt. Interplayeffekterna varierade med de olika parametrarna som simulerades och genom att välja dessa parametrar klokt, kan man således minska dessa oönskade effekter. Detta verktyg kan i framtiden användas kliniskt för att förutspå effekter av andningsrörelser för verkliga patientbehandlingar.

Det finns sätt att hantera tumörrörelser som inte kräver en ökad behandlingsmarginal och minimerar oönskade rörelseeffekter. Ett exempel är att patienten håller andan under bestrålningen. Om patienten andas in djupt kan dessutom tumören separeras från strålkänsliga organ, vilket ibland kan vara fördelaktigt. Till exempel ökar avståndet mellan bröstet och hjärtat vid djup inandning, vilket är fördelaktigt vid behandling av vänstersidig bröstcancer. I denna avhandling har behandling under djup inandning, i kombination med både foton- och protonbehandling, för vänstersidig bröstcancer och Hodgkins lymfom (cancer i lymfsystemet) undersöktts. Generellt visade sig både behandling under djup inandning och protoner vara fördelaktigt med minskad strålning till hjärtat och lungorna. Dessa resultat har bidragit till klinisk implementation av en säkrare samt mer effektiv och patientvänlig teknik för behandling av bröstcancer och Hodgkins lymfom under djup inandning på Skånes universitetssjukhus, och legat till grund för utvecklingen av nationella riktlinjer. De har också bidragit till att det svenska protoncentrat Skandionkliniken, som en av de första klinikerna i världen, har behandlat en Hodgkins lymfom patient med protoner under djup inandning.
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3D-CRT three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy
4DCT four-dimensional computed tomography
AAA anisotropic analytical algorithm
AP anterior-posterior
CC cranio-caudal
CI conformity index
CT computed tomography
CTV clinical target volume
CTV-T primary tumour clinical target volume
DI deep inspiration
DIBH deep inspiration breath-hold
DIR deformable image registration
D_{mean} mean dose
DVF deformation vector field
DVH dose-volume histogram
D_{Y%/cm^3} dose to Y%/cm^3 of the volume
EIG enhanced inspiration gating
FB free breathing
FFF flattening-filter free
GTV gross tumour volume
Gy Gray
HI heterogeneity index
HL Hodgkin’s lymphoma
ID integral dose
IMN internal mammary nodes
IMPT intensity modulated proton therapy
IMRT intensity modulated radiotherapy
INRT involved node radiotherapy
ISRT involved site radiotherapy
ITV internal target volume
LAD left anterior descending coronary artery
linac linear accelerator
LR left-right
MLC multileaf collimator
MRI magnetic resonance imaging
MU monitor unit
NTCP normal tissue complication probability
OAR organ at risk
OS optical surface scanning
PBS pencil beam scanning
PET positron emission tomography
PIV prescription isodose volume
PTV planning target volume
RBE relative biological effectiveness
RPM real-time position management
SBRT stereotactic body radiotherapy
SFUD single field uniform dose
SOBP spread-out Bragg peak
TCP tumour control probability
TPS treatment planning system
TV target volume
VMAT volumetric modulated arc therapy
$V_{X\%/Gy}$ volume that receives a dose $\geq X\%/Gy$
Introduction

During radiotherapy, patients are treated with ionizing radiation with the goal of eradicating tumour cells while sparing surrounding healthy tissue. In general, this goal is achieved by trying to deliver a homogeneous high dose to the tumour, while minimising the dose to healthy tissue as much as possible. In the past, large open fields were used to treat the patient, ensuring dose coverage of the tumour; however, it resulted in exposing large healthy tissue volumes to a high dose. Therefore, over the last few decades, different attempts have been made to reduce the healthy tissue dose, including for example, more advanced photon delivery techniques such as volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT), and proton therapy. These techniques enable a more conformal dose distribution to the tumour and hence reduces the dose to healthy tissue. However, they give more complex treatment plans with steeper dose gradients, making them more sensitive to patient motion, which might degrade the dose distribution to the tumour and healthy tissue. Breathing is one of the dominating patient motions and affects tumour sites in the thorax and abdomen, such as the lungs, liver, breasts, oesophagus, pancreas, and kidneys [1].

Breathing motion might cause unwanted deviations between the planned and the delivered dose distributions, resulting in a “blurred” dose distribution, with a decreased dose to the edge of the tumour and an increased dose to the surrounding healthy tissue [2]. For dynamic treatment techniques, such as VMAT and proton pencil beam scanning (PBS), the simultaneous movement of the treatment delivery and the tumour may, in addition, cause interplay effects, which are difficult to predict and result in an unwanted heterogeneous dose distribution [2]. Although these dose heterogeneities average out when multiple treatment fractions are delivered [2-8], the biological consequences of delivering a heterogeneous dose distribution at each fraction are not well known. Dose blurring can be accounted for by increasing the treatment margins. However, increasing the treatment margins increases the dose to the surrounding healthy tissue and hence the risk of side effects and does not adequately account for interplay effects. Different motion mitigation techniques, such as respiratory gating, breath-hold and real-time tumour tracking, could be used to minimise both the healthy tissue dose and interplay effects [1, 9]. In addition to mitigating motion, respiratory gating and breath-hold performed during deep inspiration (DI) might lead to favourable anatomical changes in the position of the tumour with respect to healthy tissue and to decreased lung density.
These changes may result in a reduced dose to healthy tissue, which could be beneficial in the treatment of breast cancer, lung cancer, liver cancer and mediastinal lymphomas [9, 10].

With the current refined radiotherapy techniques, it is important to know the dosimetric effects of breathing motion. Knowledge of the potential benefits and disadvantages of breathing motion enables individualized optimisation of the radiotherapy treatment for each patient. Thus, the potential benefits of DI combined with different delivery techniques need to be investigated for various diagnoses. The possible introduction of additional uncertainties, such as variations in the DI level, should be considered. Motion mitigation techniques are not always clinically feasible, so moving tumours are often treated during free breathing (FB). Thus, interplay effects might pose a problem, but determining the dosimetric effects of interplay is particularly challenging because of their unpredictable nature. No current commercial system explicitly accounts for interplay effects in the treatment planning process.

**Aims**

The overall aim of the work presented in this thesis was to investigate the dosimetric effects of breathing motion in radiotherapy.

The first goal was to investigate the dosimetric effects of DI during both photon and proton therapy. The specific goals were to investigate

- potential healthy tissue dose sparing using DI during photon or proton therapy for left-sided breast cancer,
- intrafractional DI reproducibility for left-sided breast cancer and the resulting dosimetric effect on the target and healthy tissue, and
- potential healthy tissue dose sparing using DI during photon or proton therapy for mediastinal Hodgkin’s lymphoma (HL).

The second goal was to investigate breathing-motion-induced interplay effects in VMAT treatment. The specific goals were to

- develop a tool to simulate motion-induced interplay effects for VMAT,
- investigate how motion-induced interplay effects vary with different patient- and machine-specific parameters, and
- investigate the impact of motion-induced interplay effects for VMAT in a clinical setting.
In radiotherapy, the most optimal treatment plan is sought for each individual patient, whereby a high dose is given to the tumour while minimising the dose to the surrounding healthy tissue. To achieve this goal, images of the patient are first acquired, usually using computed tomography (CT), in which target volumes (TVs) and organs at risk (OARs) are delineated [11-13]. The gross tumour volume (GTV) contains the visible and/or palpable tumour and the clinical target volume (CTV) contains the GTV and/or the subclinical microscopic disease. To account for different uncertainties, margins are added to the CTV to create the planning target volume (PTV). The CTV-to-PTV margin is divided into internal and setup margins. The internal margin accounts for variations in the position, size, and shape of the CTV due to motion, creating the internal target volume (ITV), and the setup margin accounts for patient positioning as well as dosimetric and mechanical uncertainties. A treatment plan is then created in a computer-based treatment planning system (TPS), using one of several possible treatment techniques.

**Treatment techniques**

In radiotherapy, several different techniques can be used to treat the patient. The most common is photon therapy using high-energy X-rays, but the use of proton therapy has increased rapidly in the last few years [14].

**Photon therapy**

The high-energy photons used in radiotherapy are produced by a linear accelerator (linac). In the linac, electrons are accelerated and then hit a high-density target, upon which photons are generated by the bremsstrahlung production process. The produced photon beam is forward-peaked, so to generate a uniform beam, a cone-shaped flattening filter is used. The beam is shaped using collimators, which create rectangular fields of different sizes. The beam can be further conformed to the TV by using multileaf collimators (MLC), consisting of several “leaves”, which can be individually positioned to shield surrounding healthy tissue and moved to modulate
the intensity of the beam. These components are mounted on a gantry that can rotate 360° around the patient, allowing irradiation from different angles.

Various photon therapy techniques are available, such as three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy (3D-CRT) (papers I-IV), intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) [15], and VMAT [16, 17] (papers IV-VI). For small TVs such as early-stage tumours or small metastases, stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) is often used, where an ablative dose of radiation (typically 15-20 Gy) is given in few fractions (paper VI) [18, 19]. For IMRT, VMAT, and SBRT, a uniform beam is not necessary and the flattening filter can be removed, generating so-called flattening-filter free (FFF) beams (papers V and VI) [20]. This allows a higher dose rate to be used, which, in some cases, shortens the delivery time [21].

3D-CRT

A 3D-CRT plan consists of static beams that are shaped by the MLC to conform to the TV. This technique is forward-planned, which can be described as a trial-and-error process where parameters such as energy, angle, shape, and weight are manually adjusted for each beam until the desired dose distribution is achieved. Usually, several beams from different directions are used to provide a high dose to the TV and a low dose to the surrounding healthy tissue.

IMRT and VMAT

So-called inverse treatment planning is used for IMRT and VMAT, where objectives with different priorities are assigned to TVs and OARs. The beam intensities are adjusted to fulfil these objectives by using an iterative optimisation process that finds the global minimal difference between the calculated and optimal dose distributions. This process produces beams of varying intensities, as opposed to 3D-CRT, where the intensity of each beam is uniform. The nonuniform intensities are realised at the linac by delivering the radiation in smaller segments shaped by the MLC. For IMRT, several fixed gantry angles are used, whereas for VMAT, the radiation is delivered while the gantry is continuously rotating around the patient, enabling shorter delivery times [17, 22]. For VMAT, the position of the collimators and the MLC, the gantry speed, and the dose rate vary continuously during radiation delivery. These parameters are specified at discrete, so-called control points that are at a fixed angular interval, and linearity between the control points is assumed. Both IMRT and VMAT provide a very conformal high-dose distribution, especially for concave and complex TVs, however, at the expense of larger healthy tissue volumes receiving low doses.
**Proton therapy**

When protons interact with matter, they deposit the highest amount of energy per unit length close to their range, resulting in the so-called Bragg peak [23]. However, the Bragg peak is rather narrow and does not cover the extent of a tumour. To extend the high-dose region in depth, several Bragg peaks with different energies are delivered to create a spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP). The steep distal fall-off of the SOBP enables superior dose distributions compared to photon therapy techniques. While IMRT and VMAT reduce OAR volumes irradiated to high doses at the expense of larger volumes irradiated to low doses, proton therapy allows the reduction of OAR volumes irradiated to all dose levels. In proton therapy, a narrow pencil beam is generated using either a cyclotron or a synchrotron and is spread out using two different techniques: passive scattering [24, 25] and pencil beam scanning (PBS) [26, 27].

**Passive scattering**

In passive scattering, lateral broadening is accomplished by placing a scattering material in the beam. Patient-specific apertures shape the broadened beam to the TV outline. A range modulator is used to create a SOBP of appropriate depth by placing materials of different thicknesses in the beam for a varying amount of time. This creates a SOBP with a fixed extent in depth that is conformed to the distal part of the TV using patient-specific compensators. However, because the extent of the SOBP is fixed across the field, it is not possible to conform the dose to the TV proximally.

**Pencil beam scanning**

In PBS, the narrow pencil beam is scanned across the TV. Magnets are used to steer the beam in the lateral directions, and by changing the energy and intensity of the beam the dose can be delivered in “spots”. The advantage of this technique is that the dose can be conformed to the TV both proximally and distally. There are two different techniques for delivering PBS: single field uniform dose (SFUD) and intensity modulated proton therapy (IMPT) [28]. For SFUD, individually optimised fields, each of which delivers a homogeneous dose across the TV, are combined. This corresponds to the use of open fields in photon therapy. For IMPT, however, all fields are simultaneously optimised, resulting in a heterogeneous dose distribution across the TV for each field. This corresponds to IMRT in photon therapy. In general, IMPT can produce more conformal dose distributions compared to SFUD, but are more sensitive to uncertainties that arise, for example, from setup errors and motion, because of the heterogeneous field dose distributions [29]. Proton PBS plans, using both IMPT and SFUD, were created in papers II and IV.
Relative biological effectiveness

A physical dose of protons produces a higher biological effect than does the same physical dose of photons. The relative biological effectiveness (RBE) is used to compare proton and photon dose distributions, and is defined as the ratio of the dose of reference photons to the dose of protons required to produce the same biological effect. A constant RBE of 1.1 is commonly used [30], but in reality the RBE depends on the dose per fraction, beam energy, tissue type, and position in the SOBP. The RBE increases towards the distal edge of the SOBP, resulting in an extended biological effective range of a few millimetres [31].

Motion in radiotherapy

Motion during radiotherapy is inevitable for a large number of tumour sites, and can degrade the dose distribution to the TV and the OARs [32]. Different types of motion can occur on different timescales. These motions can be categorised as setup uncertainties or organ motion, where the former is the motion of the patient as a whole relative to the radiation beam and the latter is the motion within the patient. Setup uncertainties can be minimised with the use of good immobilization devices and image guidance, whereby images (usually X-rays) are acquired before treatment delivery and matched with the patient position during the planning CT [33]. Organ motion may occur either between (interfraction) or during (intrafraction) treatment fractions. Examples of interfraction organ motion, which occurs on a day-to-day or week-to-week time scale, are differences in daily bowel- and bladder-filling, tumour shrinkage or growth, and patient weight loss or gain. Examples of intrafraction organ motion, which occurs in minutes or seconds, are breathing, heartbeat, peristalsis, swallowing, cough, and eye movement.

Dosimetric effects of breathing motion

Breathing is the dominant cause of organ motion and affects tumours in the thorax and abdomen [1, 2]. Tumour motion due to breathing has been shown to be highly patient specific with reported magnitudes of displacement of up to 3 cm and the largest displacement in the cranio-caudal (CC) direction [1, 34, 35]. The tumour follows complex trajectories and the breathing pattern might change with respect to magnitude, period, regularity, and baseline position from cycle to cycle (intrafraction) or day to day (interfraction) [34, 35]. Breathing motion might result in deviation between the planned and delivered dose distributions in the form of dose blurring, interplay effects, and range uncertainties [2, 29, 36, 37].
Dose blurring

Dose blurring occurs regardless of treatment technique and results in a widening of the penumbra, which decreases the dose at the edges of the TV and increases the dose to nearby OARs (Figure 1). This effects can be described as a convolution of the static dose distribution with the function describing the motion pattern. Because of the steep fall-off of the SOBP, dose blurring may be more severe in proton therapy than in photon therapy.

Interplay effects

In addition to dose blurring, interplay effects may occur for dynamic treatment techniques, such as IMRT, VMAT and PBS, where there is a simultaneous movement of the tumour and treatment delivery (MLC motion, gantry rotation, varying fluence and spot delivery). Interplay effects might result in a heterogeneous dose distribution with undesirable hot and cold spots (Figure 1). A schematic illustration of interplay effects between a moving tumour and the motion of the MLC in IMRT or VMAT is presented in Figure 2; the same principle applies in PBS. The dose to a certain point might vary considerably depending on the motion of the point relative to the motion of the MLC leaves. If the motion is such that the point is covered more by the MLC leaves than when it is static, the point receives a lower dose than planned. However, if the motion is such that the point is covered less by the MLC leaves than when it is static, the point receives a higher dose than planned. This results in a heterogeneous dose distribution with over- and underdosed subvolumes within the TV (Figure 1). Motion-induced interplay effects for VMAT were investigated in papers V and VI.
Range uncertainties

Motion from breathing might cause the density, and hence the radiological pathlength, to change along the direction of the beam. This variation largely affects the range of the protons, resulting in a shift of the SOBP, which might lead to a large underdosing of the TV and overdosing of the OARs. However, the effects of range uncertainties have only a minor impact in photon therapy.

Motion management techniques

Different methods such as increased treatment margins, respiratory gating, breath-hold and tumour tracking can be used to mitigate the effects of breathing motion [1, 9, 10]. Increasing the treatment margins ensures target coverage despite the motion, but at the expense of irradiating larger volumes of healthy tissue. In addition, increasing the treatment margins does not account for interplay effects. The
treatment margin approach was used to account for breathing motion in papers V and VI and is further explained below. During respiratory gating, the patient breathes normally whereas for the breath-hold technique the patient hold his or her breath. The breathing motion is monitored so that the radiation is delivered only when the TV is in a certain position. During tumour tracking, the beam instead follows the TV continuously during radiation delivery. Performing respiratory gating and breath-hold during DI could result in a more favourable anatomical setting, with increased distance between the TV and OARs and decreased lung density. Two techniques for radiation delivery during DI are enhanced inspiration gating (EIG) and deep inspiration breath-hold (DIBH) [9, 38], which were used in papers I-IV and are further explained below. To some degree, fractionated treatment and the use of multiple treatment fields average out interplay effects [2-4, 6-8, 39]. In PBS, so-called rescanning, where the TV is scanned multiple times during one treatment fraction, is often used to mitigate interplay effects [37, 39].

Treatment margin approach
To determine individual ITV margins for each patient, the tumour motion must be determined before treatment. This knowledge can be obtained from a four-dimensional CT (4DCT) scan during FB (Figure 5). During acquisition of a 4DCT scan, breathing is monitored and a breathing curve is generated. Simultaneously, oversampled CT images are acquired and retrospectively sorted, on the basis of the breathing curve, creating complete time-resolved 3D images that represent different parts (usually 8-10) of the breathing cycle [40, 41]. Abdominal compression, whereby a plate is pressed against the abdomen of the patient during imaging and treatment, can be used to limit tumour motion [18].

The ITV can then be created as the union of the CTVs from all phases in the 4DCT scan. To facilitate the delineation of the ITV, the maximum intensity projection, which is a reconstructed CT image in which each voxel contains the maximum intensity of all the phases of the 4DCT scan, can be used [42]. Another method to determine treatment margins is to calculate the time-weighted mean position of the tumour based on the 4DCT images, the so-called mid-position [43]. In the mid-ventilation approach, the structure delineation, treatment margin generation, and dose calculation are based on the phase in the 4DCT image closest to the mid-position (paper VI) [44].

EIG and DIBH
During EIG, the patient breathes deeply continuously, with inhale and exhale times of approximately 4-5 s, whereas for DIBH, the patient performs deep breath-holds for a longer period of time (approximately 15-30 s) and breathes normally in between them (Figure 3) [9, 38]. During EIG and DIBH, imaging and treatment delivery are performed only during DI, when the breathing curve is within a preset
gating window (Figure 3). Treatment is often delivered during multiple breath-holds, so it is important that the inspiration level is stable during each breath-hold and is reproducible from one breath-hold to another. The use of visual guidance, where the patient can follow his or her breathing projected on a screen or using video goggles in real-time, has been shown to improve intra-breath-hold stability and inter-breath-hold reproducibility [45, 46]. Visual guidance is often used in combination with audio guidance, where the patient is verbally instructed when to breathe in and out.

![Figure 3](image.png)

**Figure 3** Schematic breathing curves (solid blue lines) for the two deep inspiration techniques: (a) enhanced inspiration gating (EIG) and (b) deep inspiration breath-hold (DIBH). Radiation is delivered only when the breathing curve is within the gating window (dashed red lines).

**Motion monitoring**

During both EIG and DIBH, as well as during 4DCT acquisition, breathing needs to be monitored to synchronise the treatment delivery or imaging with the breathing, which generate so-called breathing curves (Figure 3). Breathing motion can be monitored using direct visualization of the tumour or internal fiducial markers, for example, with continuous X-ray imaging [1, 10]. However, direct visualization is often difficult, so the breathing curve usually is obtained from an external surrogate such as the motion of the chest wall, which is assumed to correlate with the TV motion [9]. Surrogate systems for monitoring breathing motion include a marker block [real-time position management (RPM) system, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA], spirometer [Active Breathing Coordinator (ABC), Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden], pressure sensor (Anzai, Siemens Medical Systems, Concord, CA, USA), and optical surface scanning (OS) systems (Sentinel and Catalyst, C-rad, Uppsala, Sweden, and AlignRT, VisionRT, London, UK). The RPM system or the Sentinel and Catalyst systems were used to monitor breathing during EIG and DIBH in papers I-IV, and the Anzai pressure sensor was used during 4DCT acquisition in paper VI.

The RPM system consists of a marker block with six reflective markers, and is placed on the chest wall of the patient. The anterior-posterior (AP) movement of the block is monitored using infrared light, which is reflected by the markers and
detected by a camera. The OS systems Sentinel and Catalyst reconstruct a 3D surface of the patient (Figure 4) using laser scanning and projection of visible light, respectively, and can be used for patient positioning, motion monitoring during treatment delivery, and to trigger radiation delivery during DIBH [47-49]. The Sentinel system is used during CT scanning and the Catalyst system during treatment. The advantage of OS systems is that they are deviceless systems that monitor the whole surface of the patient without contributing any (imaging) radiation dose. In addition, the isocenter position can be determined in real time based on the surface information using a nonrigid registration algorithm [50, 51]. This method was used in paper III to determine the intrafractional DIBH reproducibility. The Anzai system consists of an elastic belt with a pressure sensor that is placed around the abdomen of the patient. The sensor monitors breathing in real time because the pressure increases during inspiration and decreases during expiration [52].

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4** Example of (a) a reference surface and (b) a real-time live surface obtained by the optical surface scanning system Catalyst during a deep inspiration breath-hold (DIBH) treatment for left-sided breast cancer. (c) Treatment delivery is triggered when the surfaces within the red circle coincide. Adopted from paper III.

**Time-resolved dose calculation using deformable image registration**

Image registration can register images from different modalities [such as CT, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and positron emission tomography (PET)] or time series (such as 4DCT) to aid in the delineation of TVs and OARs or for dose accumulation. The purpose of image registration is to find the geometrical transformation that maps one image (moving image) onto another (fixed image) [53, 54]. An optimisation strategy iteratively changes the transformation until an optimal value of a similarity metric that corresponds to the best alignment of the two images is obtained. A registration is perfect when the transformed image is identical to the fixed image. Usually, a rigid transformation, which accounts for translations and rotations, is used. However, deformations due to anatomical changes such as breathing may occur, requiring deformable image registration (DIR) algorithms. The use of DIR results in a transformed image with an associated deformation vector field (DVF) that describes the motion from the moving to the fixed image for each individual voxel (Figure 5).

The use of DIR allows the accumulation of dose from several different time points into a common geometry [55, 56]. This characteristic could be used to determine
the dosimetric impact of breathing motion by using DIR to register different phases of a 4DCT scan (Figure 5). The resulting DVFs could then be used to accumulate the dose from the different phases into one common reference phase. This dynamic dose accumulation method was used to determine the dosimetric impact of breathing-motion-induced interplay effects for VMAT in paper VI.

Figure 5 Schematic illustration of time-resolved dose calculation based on deformable image registration (DIR). Based on a breathing curve (1), four-dimensional computed tomography (4DCT) images are acquired (2), where each phase corresponds to a specific part of the breathing curve. Deformation vector fields (DVFs) that describe the motion of each voxel in the different 4DCT phases relative to a reference phase are obtained using DIR (3). A treatment plan is divided into phase-specific sub-plans (4), which are calculated on the corresponding phase of the 4DCT (5). The total dose is accumulated on the reference phase based on the DVFs (6). Adopted from paper VI.
Evaluation techniques

To evaluate and compare dose distributions, various dosimetric analysis methods and statistical tests can be used. Usually, the dose distributions are evaluated, but ultimately it is the clinical outcome of the treatment that is important. Therefore, it is of interest to find the probabilities of the occurrence of certain endpoints: the tumour control probability (TCP) and the normal tissue complication probability (NTCP).

Dosimetric analysis

Dose distributions are usually evaluated using differential and cumulative dose-volume histograms (DVHs), which display the volume of the target or the OAR that receives a dose equal to and greater than or equal to a certain value, respectively. From the DVHs, different dosimetric parameters can be retrieved, such as the minimum, maximum, and mean dose (Dmean), the volume that receives a dose ≥ X%/Gy (VX%/Gy), and the dose to Y%/cm³ of the volume (DY%/cm³). Furthermore, the heterogeneity index (HI) can be calculated as (papers II, IV, and VI)

\[ HI = \frac{D_{2\%} - D_{98\%}}{D_{\text{mean}}} \]  

where D2% is the dose to 2% of the volume (near maximum dose) and D98% is the dose to 98% of the volume (near minimum dose). The integral dose (ID) determines the total amount of energy delivered to healthy tissue and can be calculated as (papers II and IV)

\[ ID = \rho \cdot V \cdot D_{\text{mean}} \]  

where \( \rho \) is the density and V the structure volume. An example of the different conformity indices that are used to indicate how well the high-dose distribution conforms to the TV [57] is Paddick’s conformity index (CI\text{Paddick}) [58], which is calculated as (paper IV)

\[ CI_{\text{Paddick}} = \frac{TV_{\text{PIV}}^2}{TV_{\text{PIV}}} \]  

where PIV the prescription isodose volume and TV\text{PIV} is the TV covered by the PIV.

Statistical analysis

Different statistical tests can be used to investigate whether there is a “real” difference in a dosimetric parameter between two or more treatment techniques, or if the difference only occurred by chance [59]. These tests are either parametric or non-parametric. Parametric tests require that certain assumptions about the data be fulfilled. The data have to be normally distributed and, in case of unpaired data,
have similar variance between the groups. Otherwise, non-parametric tests must be used. In this thesis, the following statistical tests were used:

- Student’s t-test (paper II)
- Wilcoxon test (papers I, III, IV, and VI)
- Friedman test (papers IV and VI)

Only paired tests were used, because different treatment techniques were always compared for the same patient material. Student’s t-test is a parametric test that compares two techniques. The Wilcoxon test is the corresponding non-parametric test for paired data. If more than two techniques are being compared, an omnibus test is first conducted to find if there is an overall difference between any of the techniques. An ANOVA test can be used for parametric data and a Friedman test can be used for non-parametric data. If an overall difference is found, multiple paired tests are performed to find the techniques between which there is a statistically significant difference. When performing multiple comparisons, the probability of detecting a statistically significant difference increases when in fact there is no difference. One way to account for this is to perform a Bonferroni correction, where the significance level is divided by the number of comparisons.

**TCP and NTCP**

The probability of the occurrence of a certain endpoint as a function of the dose and irradiated volume of the target and OARs can be described by TPC and NTCP models, respectively, which are often S-shaped sigmoid functions [60]. The best fit of the model parameters to a known data set for a large number of patients is determined. The data set consists of the clinical outcomes for a specific endpoint and the corresponding dose distributions (most commonly DVHs). Using these parameters and the shape of the model, the TCP and NTCP for other patient cohorts can be predicted. Two commonly used NTCP models are the Lyman-Kutcher-Burman (LKB) model [61] and the relative seriality model [62]. In paper I, the relative seriality model [Eqs. (4) and (5)] was used to estimate cardiac mortality and radiation pneumonitis following breast cancer radiotherapy.

\[
\text{NTCP} = \{1 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} [1 - P(D_i)^s]^{\Delta V_i}\}^{1/s},
\]

\[
P(D_i) = 2^{-\exp(\gamma(1-D_i/D_{50}))},
\]

where \(D_i\) is the absorbed dose in each dose bin \(i\) of the differential DVH, \(D_{50}\) is the dose that results in 50% complication probability, \(\gamma\) is the maximum relative slope of the dose-response curve, \(n\) is the number of DVH dose bins, and \(\Delta V_i = V_i/V\), where \(V_i\) is the volume of each dose bin \(i\) and \(V\) is the total volume of the organ. The relative seriality factor \(s\) (range 0 to 1) describes the volume dependence.
Deep inspiration photon or proton therapy

Both breast cancer and HL patients have favourable prognoses and a long life expectancy, and may risk developing late effects from radiotherapy. Thus, it is important to minimise the dose to healthy tissue for these patients as much as possible. A promising method to achieve this is to perform the treatment during DI [9, 10]. Because the TV is either attached to the chest wall or in the mediastinum for these patients, there is a good correlation between the motion of the TV and chest wall that allows the use of external surrogates for motion monitoring [63]. In the work presented in this thesis, potential healthy tissue sparing using DI during photon or proton therapy was investigated for both left-sided breast cancer (papers I-III) and mediastinal HL (paper IV).

Left-sided breast cancer

The use of adjuvant radiotherapy to treat breast cancer has been shown to reduce the risk of local and locoregional recurrence as well as death from breast cancer [64, 65]. However, radiotherapy has also been associated with an increased risk of cardiovascular and pulmonary diseases [66-79]. A higher incidence of coronary artery disease has been observed in left-sided versus right-sided breast cancer patients. The left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD) is especially exposed to high doses because of its location in the anterior part of the heart, often within the treatment fields (Figure 6) [74, 79]. Darby et al. [69] showed that the relative risk of ischaemic heart disease increased with the increase in the D_{mean} to the heart by 7.4%/Gy, with no apparent threshold. This was recently validated by van den Bogaard et al. [72] for more modern radiotherapy techniques. Thus, any reduction in the heart dose would be beneficial to the patient, so it is important to keep it as low as possible. Of the many methods proposed to reduce the heart dose [80], treatment during DI [63, 81-84] and proton therapy [85-93] have shown great potential. In addition, the use of these two techniques combined has been investigated [94-97]. The potential healthy tissue sparing using DI during photon therapy for left-sided breast cancer was investigated in papers I and III, and the
additional benefit of using proton therapy in combination with DI was investigated in paper II. Those papers presented pure treatment planning studies. However, it is of utmost importance that any potential dosimetric benefit of DI is maintained during treatment delivery. This requires that the DI technique used be reproducible and stable [83]. Therefore, the dosimetric effects of intrafractional DIBH reproducibility were investigated in paper III.

Comparison of deep inspiration and free breathing

In paper I, 32 patients who had been treated with adjuvant radiotherapy for left-sided breast cancer were retrospectively enrolled in the study. Sixteen patients had received tangential treatment (to the breast only) after breast-conserving surgery and 16 patients had received locoregional treatment (including the axillary lymph nodes and supra- and infraclavicular fossa) after either breast-conserving surgery or mastectomy. CT images during both audio-coached EIG and FB were acquired for all patients. The RPM system was used to monitor breathing and to automatically trigger imaging and treatment delivery. The median breathing amplitude was 7.0 mm for tangential treatment and 6.9 mm for locoregional treatment.

In paper III, 40 patients who had been treated with adjuvant radiotherapy for left-sided breast cancer were retrospectively enrolled in the study. Twenty patients received tangential treatment after breast-conserving surgery and 20 patients received locoregional treatment after either breast-conserving surgery or mastectomy. CT images during both visual- and audio-guided DIBH and FB were acquired for all patients. Optical surface scanning was used to monitor breathing and trigger the irradiation during CT and treatment delivery, respectively. The median breathing amplitude was 10.5 mm for tangential treatment and 10.3 mm for locoregional treatment.

In both papers I and III, TVs and OARs (CTV-T, PTV, heart, LAD, and ipsilateral lung) were delineated in both the DI (EIG and DIBH) and FB CT images. Essentially identical 3D-CRT plans were created for DI and FB, based on national guidelines (www.swebcg.se). The OAR doses were kept as low as possible, but the target coverage was always prioritized higher than the OAR doses to ensure a fair comparison between the different techniques. The prescribed dose was 50 Gy in 25 fractions. The treatment plans were created using the Eclipse TPS (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA) and were calculated using the anisotropic analytical algorithm (AAA). DVHs were retrieved from the TPS and different dosimetric parameters were compared. Two-sided paired Wilcoxon tests were performed to see if the differences between DI and FB were statistically significant.
Healthy tissue dose sparing

Treatment during DI led to favourable anatomical changes, with an increased distance between the heart and breast and decreased lung density (Figure 6). Papers I and III showed that for both tangential and locoregional treatment, doses to the heart and LAD were significantly reduced for comparable target coverage during DI compared to FB (Figure 7). In paper III, the ipsilateral lung dose was significantly reduced using DIBH for both tangential and locoregional treatment, whereas in paper I the lung dose was reduced for only locoregional treatment using EIG, with no significant difference observed for tangential treatment.

Figure 6 Transversal dose distributions (15% to maximum dose) for one left-sided breast cancer patient in papers I and II for (a) free breathing (FB) photon, (b) FB proton, (c) enhanced inspiration gating (EIG) photon, and (d) EIG proton therapy. The planning target volume (PTV) is outlined in blue, the heart is outlined in purple, the left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD) is outlined in pink, and the ipsilateral lung is outlined in green.

The OAR dose reductions in papers I and III are comparable to the dose reductions observed in previous studies [81-83] and may lead to reduced long-term risk of mortality and morbidity due to cardiovascular and pulmonary diseases. The dose was calculated using the AAA, as opposed to the previously widely used pencil beam algorithm which accounts for lateral electron transport. Use of AAA results in a more accurate dose calculation in low-density volumes such as the lung [98, 99]. Paper I showed that although EIG reduced the dose to the heart and LAD, the heart was completely outside the treatment fields for only a small proportion of patients (38%
for tangential treatment and 25% for locoregional treatment). Complete elimination of the heart and LAD from the treatment fields, and, hence, from exposure to high doses, could be clinically important [79, 100, 101]. The breathing amplitudes in paper I could be considered rather low and Damkjær et al. [38] showed that larger amplitudes could be achieved with visually guided DIBH than with audio-coached EIG. This was confirmed by Bergh [45], who also showed improved reproducibility and stability for visually guided DIBH compared to audio-coached EIG. Therefore, DIBH with visual guidance, monitored using OS, was clinically implemented at Skåne University Hospital in 2015, replacing audio-coached EIG, which had been in clinical use since 2007.

In paper III, larger breathing amplitudes were achieved using visually guided DIBH, resulting in the heart being completely outside the treatment fields in a larger proportion of patients (80% for tangential treatment and 45% for locoregional treatment). It is difficult to compare the dosimetric benefits observed in papers I and III, because of different patient cohorts and variations in the structure delineations and treatment plans. However, the relative heart and LAD dose reductions observed in paper I were slightly larger than those in paper III, probably because of the higher absolute OAR doses in paper I. The lung dose was significantly reduced for tangential treatment using DIBH in paper III, but this reduction was not observed with the use of EIG in paper I. Similar results were obtained by Damkjær et al. [38], probably because of the larger breathing amplitudes achieved using DIBH and visual guidance.

According to both papers I and III, treatment during DI was more beneficial for locoregional than for tangential treatment because of the larger OAR doses for locoregional treatment. The internal mammary nodes (IMN) were not included in the TV, which was the clinical practice when the studies were conducted. The use of DI is more important when the IMNs are included in the TV, because their inclusion results in higher OAR doses and, thus, potentially greater OAR dose sparing [81-83]. The largest uncertainty in papers I and III is probably the difference between the structure delineations of DI and FB, especially those for LAD because of its small volume. Comparable structure volumes and target coverage are crucial for a fair comparison of the OAR doses of the different treatment techniques. To reduce the interobserver variations, the same oncologist delineated all the structures and the same dosimetrist/physicist created the treatment plans for both DI and FB in each treatment planning study (papers I-IV).
To investigate whether the OAR dose reductions observed in paper I using EIG is expected to translate into reduced risk of late effects, NTCP calculations were performed for the two endpoints excess cardiac mortality and radiation pneumonitis using the relative seriality model [Eqs. (4) and (5)]. Input parameters derived by Gagliardi et al. [101, 102], and corrected for the use of the AAA for radiation pneumonitis according to Hedin et al. [103], were used.

The results of the NCTP calculations reflected the dose differences observed. The excess cardiac mortality probability was reduced with the use of EIG compared to FB for both tangential and locoregional treatment. The risk of radiation pneumonitis was reduced with the use of EIG for locoregional treatment, but no significant difference in risk was observed for tangential treatment. There are several uncertainties in the NTCP calculations, so the results should be seen as a relative comparison between EIG and FB rather than focusing on the absolute values. The NTCP parameters used were based on older radiotherapy techniques, which resulted in higher complication probabilities than estimated in paper I. In addition, a different dose calculation algorithm was used in paper I than was used to derive the
NTCP parameters, although this difference was corrected for in the radiation pneumonitis calculations, as previously mentioned.

**DIBH reproducibility**

In papers I and III, we showed that treatment during DI reduces OAR doses while maintaining target coverage. However, it is important not to introduce any uncertainties so that this benefit is maintained when the treatment is delivered to the patient. One example of uncertainty is inter-breath-hold variations within the same treatment fraction. Paper III also investigated the dosimetric impact of intrafractional DIBH reproducibility.

In paper III, OS was used to monitor breathing motion during DIBH treatment whereon beam-on was triggered by a region of interest on the skin surface above the xiphoid process (Figure 4). Visual guidance, together with a 3-mm gating window, was used to achieve reproducible DIBHs. The OS system also allowed for simultaneous real-time tracking of the isocenter position, which made it possible to investigate the reproducibility of the TV position from one DIBH to another, assuming that the isocenter position corresponds to the position of the TV. For each fraction, a reference surface was acquired the first time the patient breathed into the gating window. The live surface obtained during the rest of the treatment fraction was matched with the reference surface, and the isocenter position relative to the reference position (not including residual daily setup deviations) was obtained (Figure 4). The intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibility was then calculated as the difference between the average isocenter position during beam-on for two DIBHs within one treatment fraction. A total of 195 DIBHs per treatment group were analysed. The intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibility in the CC, AP, and left-right (LR) directions, corresponding to a cumulative probability of 50% and 90% of the DIBHs as well as the maximum values, were calculated. These values were then used to estimate the dosimetric effects on the TV and OARs by performing the corresponding isocenter shifts for the original DIBH treatment plans in the TPS.

Overall, the xiphoid process was a good surrogate for the TV during DIBH. The intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibility was within 1 mm for 50% of the treatment fractions and within 2-3 mm for 90% of the treatment fractions in all three directions for both tangential and locoregional treatment. These values were in accordance with the findings of previous studies [104-106]. For a few treatment fractions, intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibility was up to 5 mm, which resulted in large effects on the target coverage and OAR doses (Figure 8). However, in most cases, the OAR doses were still lower than with FB. Hence, despite allowing beam-on within only a 3-mm gating window based on the movement of the skin surface above the xiphoid process, larger differences in the isocenter position between DIBHs were observed. This suggests that the motion of the TV sometimes
differs from that of the xiphoid process. Therefore, it is important to not only perform DIBH based on the motion of the xiphoid process, but also set tolerance levels on the isocenter position. This can be done with the Catalyst system, thereby avoiding large isocenter deviations and the associated negative dosimetric effects.

A limitation of paper III is that the isocenters were shifted in the TPS assuming a rigid motion of the whole patient. This assumption implies that the distance between the TV and OARs is constant, when, in reality, it varies because breathing is a nonrigid motion. The use of DIR could have yielded results that were more accurate. However, this would have required 3D images acquired during treatment, which was not available. In addition, the same isocenter shift was assumed for all treatment fractions. However, in reality, the isocenter shift varies for each DIBH throughout the treatment, resulting in a blurring of the dosimetric effect. Finally, the isocenter shifts performed in the TPS represented the DIBH reproducibility of the entire patient cohort (50% and 90% cumulative probabilities and maximum value), and the individual DIBH reproducibility of each patient was not simulated. Hence, the dosimetric effects of DIBH reproducibility presented in paper III represent worst-case scenarios; the total effect for an actual treatment would be smaller.

**Figure 8** Dosimetric effects of intrafractional deep inspiration breath-hold (DIBH) isocenter reproducibility. The minimum and maximum values of (a) $D_{2\%}$ for the left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD) and (b) $D_{98\%}$ for the planning target volume (PTV), for the isocenter-shifted versus the original DIBH plans. The results presented are for each patient who received locoregional treatment and for three cumulative probability levels (50%, 90%, and maximum). The lines indicate where the dosimetric parameters for the isocenter-shifted and original DIBH plans are equal. The corresponding figures for all dosimetric parameters investigated, for both locoregional and tangential treatment, are presented in paper III.
Comparison of proton and photon therapy

**Paper II** investigated the additional benefit of proton therapy compared to photon therapy for left-sided breast cancer during both FB and EIG. A subset of the patient cohort in **paper I**, consisting of 10 tangential and 10 locoregional patients, formed the cohort studied in **paper II**. The same CT-images (for both EIG and FB), structure delineations, and photon plans used in **paper I** were used in **paper II**. In addition, PBS plans using both IMPT and SFUD were created for a prescribed dose of 50 Gy(RBE) in 25 fractions (using a constant RBE of 1.1). Different dosimetric parameters were retrieved from the DVHs and the HI was calculated for the PTV using Eq. (1). To compare the dose to healthy tissue of the proton plans and the photon plans, the ID was calculated using Eq. (2). The ID was calculated for the whole CT scanned body volume minus the PTV ($\rho = 1.06 \text{ g/cm}^3$) and corrected for the lung density ($\rho = 0.26 \text{ g/cm}^3$). Two-sided paired Student’s t-tests were performed to investigate if the differences between the treatment techniques were statistically significant.

Examples of proton dose distributions, during both EIG and FB, for one patient in **paper II** are presented in Figure 6. According to **paper II**, the heart and LAD doses were reduced for proton therapy with both EIG and FB beyond what could be achieved for photon therapy with EIG (Figure 9). For locoregional treatment, proton therapy reduced the ipsilateral lung dose compared to photon therapy with both EIG and FB. For tangential treatment, however, there was no significant difference between the lung D_{mean}, but the volumes that received high and low doses were decreased and increased, respectively, for proton therapy compared to photon therapy, as indicated by the crossing of the DVHs in Figure 9g. This difference was probably due to the different field settings used for the proton and photon plans (*en face* for protons and tangential for photons). The target coverage and HI were improved with proton therapy compared to photon therapy (Figure 9a and b). In addition, the reduced ID with proton therapy, particularly for locoregional treatment, could be expected to reduce the risk of secondary cancer [107]. These results are in accordance with those of previous studies [85-96]. The differences between SFUD and IMPT were generally small.

The OAR dose reductions were larger for locoregional than for tangential treatment because larger volumes were irradiated. This result agreed with that of Ares et al. [88], who showed that proton therapy had greater benefits for more complex TVs. Thus, greater benefits can be expected if the IMNs are included in the TV. However, irradiating the IMNs is controversial, because of their proximity to the heart, and thus the increased risk of cardiotoxicity [108, 109]. We have shown that with proton therapy, the IMNs can be included in the TV without an increase in the heart dose and with only a small increase in the ipsilateral lung dose, irrespective of whether EIG or FB is used [110].
For tangential treatment using EIG, only small differences in the OAR doses were observed between proton and photon therapy (Figure 9). In addition, the OAR dose sparing with EIG was much smaller for protons than for photons (Figure 9). Hence, the additional benefit of DI treatment in proton therapy of left-sided breast cancer is small. Treatment during DI could also mitigate breathing motion, which is generally more important in proton therapy than in photon therapy. The effects of breathing motion in proton therapy of breast cancer have been shown to be quite small and claimed not to be clinically important [88, 91, 93, 111]. However, most of these studies did not consider interplay effects, because they argued that the motion is mostly parallel to the beam direction (AP), which limit the interplay effects [111]. Because there could be large motion from breathing in the CC direction, a more thorough investigation of the impact of interplay effects in proton PBS of breast cancer is desirable. In paper II, a constant RBE of 1.1 was assumed; however, the RBE has been shown to increase towards the distal edge of the SOBP [31]. For breast cancer, this increase in the RBE could increase the biological effective dose to the OARs because they are situated beyond the distal edge of the SOBP. However, a variable RBE has been shown to have only a small impact due to the low OAR doses [91].

In most cases, photon therapy during DI will reduce the OAR doses to sufficiently low levels, but for selected patients, proton therapy should be considered. Proton therapy could be an alternative for patients with complex TVs that include the IMNs, patients with coexisting cardiopulmonary morbidities, and patients who do not comply with DI techniques, or when the desired separation between the TV and the OARs is not achieved using DI. Although models predict that DI and proton therapy reduce long-term cardiopulmonary mortality or morbidity [84, 94], there currently is no clinical evidence of it. Therefore, a large randomized trial (RADCOMP, ClinicalTrials.gov, Identifier: NCT02603341) that includes 1750 patients has recently begun, with the primary aim of investigating whether proton therapy reduces cardiotoxicity, compared to photon therapy, for patients with locoregional breast cancer that includes the IMNs. Hopefully, the study will show the extent to which the dose sparing seen in treatment planning studies translates into reduced risk of late effects for the patients. Until there is additional clinical evidence on long-term cardiopulmonary toxicity, the heart, LAD, and lung doses should be kept as low as possible using treatment techniques such as DI and proton therapy.
Figure 9 Average dose-volume histograms for (a,c,e,g) tangential and (b,d,f,h) locoregional treatment of left-sided breast cancer comparing enhanced inspiration gating (EIG) proton (solid red lines), free breathing (FB) proton (dashed red lines), EIG photon (solid blue lines) and FB photon (dashed blue lines) treatments for (a,b) the planning target volume (PTV), (c,d) the heart, (e,f) the left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD), and (g,h) the ipsilateral lung. All proton DVHs are for intensity modulated proton therapy.
Hodgkin’s lymphoma

Hodgkin’s lymphoma is cancer of the lymphoid tissue and often affects young people. In the past, it was usually treated with radiotherapy only, using large fields to cover entire nodal stations [112, 113]. Increased risk of late effects such as secondary cancer, cardiovascular disease, and pulmonary disease, have been observed [107]. Thus, the goal of radiotherapy for HL patients has been to reduce the risk of late effects while maintaining high disease control. As a result, the current treatment of HL is usually a combination of chemotherapy and involved node or involved site radiotherapy (INRT/ISRT) at a lower prescribed dose (20-30 Gy), and only the initially involved lymph nodes are irradiated, which reduces the irradiated volume [112-116]. In mediastinal HL, more conformal delivery techniques such as 3D-CRT, IMRT, VMAT, helical tomotherapy, and proton therapy [107, 113, 116-119], as well as treatment during DI [119-125], have shown the potential to deliver a reduced dose to healthy tissue. Today, delivery of both VMAT and IMPT during DI is possible [126-130]. However, information regarding the combined use of VMAT and IMPT together with DI is limited [119, 131, 132]. The study presented in paper IV investigated potential healthy tissue dose sparing of various combinations of delivery techniques (3D-CRT, VMAT, and IMPT) and breathing techniques (DI and FB) to find the optimal treatment technique for mediastinal HL patients. That study was the first to compare all these treatment techniques for mediastinal HL.

Patients and treatment techniques

Eighteen patients (10 female and 8 male) with mediastinal HL were included in the study of paper IV. Two CT images were acquired for each patient, one during DI and one during FB. For 10 patients, the DI CT image was acquired with the RPM system using EIG, and for 8 patients the image was acquired with the Sentinel system using DIBH. The median DI amplitude was 11.7 mm (range 9.0-20.7). Based on PET images acquired during FB, the CTVs were delineated in both the DI and the FB images using the ISRT technique [112]. An 8-mm isotropic CTV-to-PTV margin was added for all patients. The delineated OARs were the heart, LAD, lungs, and female breasts. Six treatment plans were created for each patient: 3D-CRT in FB, 3D-CRT in DI, VMAT in FB, VMAT in DI, IMPT in FB, and IMPT in DI. Examples of dose distributions for each treatment technique are presented in Figure 10. The treatment plans were individually optimised for each patient using the Eclipse TPS. The OAR doses were kept as low as possible. The prescribed dose was 29.75 Gy/Gy(RBE) in 17 fractions, assuming a constant RBE of 1.1 for protons. Different dosimetric parameters were retrieved from the DVHs. The HI and ID were calculated using Eqs. (1) and (2) in the same way as described for paper II. In
addition, the CI_Paddick was calculated using Eq. (3). Because more than two treatment techniques were compared, Friedman tests were carried out to investigate whether the difference between any of the treatment techniques was statistically significant. If the difference was statistically significant, post-hoc two-sided paired Wilcoxon tests were then performed to determine which treatment techniques were statistically significantly different. Multiple testing was not accounted for because it was considered too conservative due to the large number of comparisons.

Figure 10 Coronal dose distributions (15% to maximum dose) for one mediastinal Hodgkin’s lymphoma patient in paper IV for (a) free breathing (FB) three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy (3D-CRT), (b) FB volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT), (c) FB intensity modulated proton therapy (IMPT), (d) deep inspiration (DI) 3D-CRT, (e) DI VMAT, and (f) DI IMPT. The planning target volume (PTV) is outlined in blue, the heart is outlined in red, and the lungs are outlined in green.

Comparison of deep inspiration and free breathing

During DI, the lung volume increased and the mediastinum was elongated, pulling the heart caudally (Figure 10). This resulted in a smaller lung volume in the treatment fields and a larger distance between the heart and TV for most patients. As a result, the median lung D_{mean} was significantly reduced by approximately 10%-20% for DI compared to FB for all delivery techniques. For the heart, however, the benefits from using DI varied substantially among patients (Figure 11b). The median heart and LAD D_{mean} were reduced by 10%-40% and 10%-60%, respectively, when DI was used for all three delivery techniques; however, the difference reached statistical significance only for VMAT. Large heart and LAD dose reductions were observed for some patients when using DI, while the dose actually increased for other patients (Figure 11b). To find the optimal breathing technique for each patient, it is important to perform comparative treatment planning
between DI and FB. In addition, very similar target coverage was achieved for DI and FB, and there was no difference in $D_{\text{mean}}$ to the female breasts with respect to DI and FB.

Several previous studies compared treatment during DI and FB for mediastinal HL, for both 3D-CRT and IMRT [122-125]. In accordance with paper IV, they all found significantly reduced lung dose using DI. However, they also found significantly reduced heart and LAD doses using DI, results observed only for VMAT in paper IV. Most of the previous studies did not find any significant difference in the breast dose between DI and FB [123, 125], except one that found an increase in breast dose for DI [124]. Possible reasons for the differences observed could be that smaller treatment margins were used for DI than for FB in some of the studies and the differences in disease distribution and photon treatment techniques (3D-CRT/IMRT/VMAT).

**Figure 11** The individual mean dose to (a) the lungs and (b) the heart for mediastinal Hodgkin’s lymphoma patients, comparing free breathing (FB) three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy (3D-CRT), deep inspiration (DI) 3D-CRT, FB volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT), DI VMAT, FB intensity modulated proton therapy (IMPT), and DI IMPT. The values for each patient are shown in black and the median values for the whole patient cohort in red. Adopted from paper IV.

### Comparison of IMPT, VMAT, and 3D-CRT

Both IMPT and VMAT improved the target coverage and resulted in more conformal dose distributions compared to 3D-CRT, which generally decreased the OAR doses (Figure 10, Figure 11 and Figure 12). The use of IMPT was more beneficial than VMAT because it reduced the OAR doses for all dose levels, while VMAT reduced the volumes that received high doses, but at the expense of increasing the low-dose volumes (Figure 10 and Figure 12). The median lung, heart, and breast $D_{\text{mean}}$ were significantly reduced by approximately 20%-40%, 10%-50% and 60%-90%, respectively, for IMPT compared to VMAT and 3D-CRT. In addition, the ID was reduced by approximately 50% for IMPT compared to VMAT.
and 3D-CRT. This reduction in the ID could reduce the risk of secondary cancer [107]. These results are in agreement with those found in previous studies that compared proton and photon treatments during FB [107].

In general, the lowest OAR doses were observed for the combination of IMPT and DI (Figure 11 and Figure 12). This agreed with the results observed by Rechner et al. [131], which was the only study preceding paper IV that compared proton and photon therapy during both DI and FB for mediastinal HL. However, in other respects, the results obtained in paper IV differed from those in Rechner et al. In general, the results in paper IV showed greater healthy tissue sparing with proton therapy compared to photon therapy, whereas the results in Rechner et al. showed greater benefit with DI compared to FB. The study by Baues et al. [132] was the only study preceding paper IV that compared IMPT and VMAT during DI for mediastinal HL. It showed reductions in OAR D_{mean} using IMPT, comparable to the reductions presented in paper IV. However, in contrast to paper IV, the Baues et al. study also showed a decrease in the lung V_{20Gy} for IMPT compared to VMAT. The results of paper IV have contributed to the clinical implementation of DI photon therapy for mediastinal HL at Skåne University Hospital in 2014 and DI proton therapy at the Swedish proton center, the Skandion clinic, in Uppsala in 2018.

![Figure 12](image-url) Average dose-volume histograms for mediastinal Hodgkin's lymphoma comparing deep inspiration (DI) (solid lines) with free breathing (FB) (dashed lines) in intensity modulated proton therapy (IMPT) (red), volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) (green) and three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy (3D-CRT) (blue), for (a) the lungs and (b) the heart. Adopted from paper IV.

**Dosimetric effects of breathing motion**

A limitation of paper IV is that it was a pure treatment planning study and the effects of intrafractional breathing motion were not considered. The inclusion of these effects could result in a degradation of the dose distribution to the TV and OARs due to dose blurring, interplay effects, and range uncertainties [2, 29, 36, 37]. This degradation would probably affect the comparison of the different delivery
techniques, because breathing motion has the largest impact on IMPT plans and the smallest impact on 3D-CRT plans. However, if repainting or a large spot size is used, the impact of interplay effects on PBS plans during FB for mediastinal HL has been shown to be small [133]. Also, robust optimisation could be used to account for the effects of breathing motion [134, 135].

Treatment during DI could also reduce intrafractional breathing motion, and thus reduce the treatment margins needed. This aspect was not included in paper IV, where the observed healthy tissue dose sparing was achieved through anatomical changes only. However, treatment is delivered during several breath-holds, raising concerns about the impact of inter-breath-hold variations, which was investigated for photon therapy of breast cancer in paper III. These variations may pose a greater problem for treatment of mediastinal HL because the TV is not as superficially located as the breast. Hence, a poorer correlation between the TV and external marker movements may be expected. In addition, the dosimetric impact of inter-breath-hold variations would be greater for proton therapy than for photon therapy. Enmark et al. [136] showed that there was noticeable dosimetric impact of anatomical inter-breath-hold variations for proton PBS treatment of mediastinal HL for a single fraction, but the effects were averaged out for an entire treatment. Data on the dosimetric effects of breathing motion during both FB and DI, for mediastinal HL, are limited, and more studies, especially for proton PBS, would be desirable.
Interplay effects for VMAT radiotherapy

In many cases, the use of VMAT for tumours in the thorax and abdomen would be preferable because it produces more conformal dose distributions than 3D-CRT [17]. However, breathing motion is a concern and interplay effects have been shown for individual treatment fractions [2-8, 137-147]. The extent of interplay effects depends on different patient- and machine-specific parameters, such as the breathing pattern [6, 137, 140-142, 147], dose level [7, 147], dose rate [4, 8, 137, 140, 147], collimator angle [137, 147], and the complexity of the treatment plan [6, 8, 141, 145-147]. However, the dosimetric effects of interplay have been shown to average out for multiple fractions [2-8, 147]. Therefore, the impact of interplay effects probably is greatest for SBRT, in which few fractions are delivered [7, 140-146]. Although the total dose distribution is homogeneous, an unpredictable heterogeneous dose distribution is delivered for each fraction. This results in different parts of the tumour being underdosed from fraction to fraction, the biological consequences of which are still not well known. Several different approaches have been used to investigate interplay effects, including statistical analysis [3], simulations [7, 137, 138, 142-145, 147], and measurements [4-6, 8, 137, 139-141]. Simulations are advantageous compared to measurements because they are relatively fast and thereby allow a large number of treatment scenarios to be investigated. In paper V, a tool to simulate interplay effects for VMAT using a commercial TPS was developed and verified with dosimetric measurements. The simulation tool was then used to conduct a large systematic investigation of how the extent of interplay effects varies with different patient- and machine-specific parameters. In paper VI, the simulation tool was further adjusted for use in a more clinical setting, to estimate the dosimetric impact of interplay effects for actual patient treatments.
Simulations of interplay effects

For the simulations and measurements performed in paper V, several VMAT plans were created using the Eclipse TPS on a virtual phantom of the Delta4 (Scandidos, Uppsala, Sweden) (Figure 13). The virtual phantom contained spherical CTVs of various sizes and two cylindrical OARs. To account for the maximum motion extent, ITV's corresponding to the simulated breathing amplitudes were created and a 5-mm isotropic PTV margin was added.

![Figure 13](a) Virtual phantom of the Delta4 used for simulations of interplay effects, containing a clinical target volume (purple), internal target volume (green), planning target volume (blue) and two organs at risk (yellow and red). (b) Enlarged view of the white dashed box in (a). (c) Real Delta4 phantom, positioned on the HexaMotion platform in the setup used for the verification measurements. Adopted from paper V.

Simulation tool

Using an in-house developed program [148, 149], the original treatment plan was divided into several smaller sub-arcs, where each sub-arc corresponded to the treatment delivered during a short time interval. The isocenter of each sub-arc was then shifted to simulate breathing motion. The sin^6 breathing pattern in the CC direction, chosen for the simulations (Figure 14a), had varying amplitudes, respiratory period times, and initial breathing phases to mimic real patient breathing [34, 150]. Rigid motion was simulated by shifting the isocenter relative to the entire phantom, resulting in a treatment plan containing several hundred sub-arcs, with the isocenter of each sub-arc being shifted (Figure 14b). The treatment plan was calculated in the TPS, and a simulated dose distribution, which included the effects of breathing motion, both dose blurring and interplay effects, was generated. Convolving the original static dose distribution with the motion function yielded a dose distribution that included only dose blurring [2, 139]. This convolved dose distribution was then subtracted from the simulated dose distribution, so the residual dose differences could be interpreted as solely due to interplay effects. The relative
dose differences to 98% and 2% of the CTV (ΔD_{98%} and ΔD_{2%}) were calculated, which correspond to the near minimum- and maximum dose differences.

The developed simulation tool allows the different effects of motion to be separated so the effect of interplay can be studied separately. The tool is also relatively fast, allowing many different treatment scenarios to be investigated. However, dose calculation is time consuming due to the large number of generated sub-arcs. By optimising the number of sub-arcs, the calculation time could be reduced, which would allow even more treatment scenarios to be investigated. Another limitation of the simulation tool is that it is based on a sin^6 motion pattern, which implies perfect cyclic respiration. However, cyclic breathing does not represent real patient breathing, which tends to be irregular, with a variable amplitude and period time as well as baseline drifts [34, 35]. In addition, the simulation tool includes only rigid motion, and deformations and changes in the radiological pathlength are not accounted for. The simulation tool is valid only for VMAT plans optimised using the Eclipse TPS. The extent of interplay effects may be different for plans from other TPSs because their optimisers work differently and, for example, other MLC sequences are generated.

Figure 14: (a) Sin^6 breathing pattern with an amplitude of 20 mm and a period time of 7 s. (b) Volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) plan divided into sub-arcs, where the isocenter of each sub-arc has been shifted according to the breathing pattern in (a). Adopted from paper V.

Verification measurements

To verify the simulation tool, dose distributions from measurements were compared to correspondingly simulated dose distributions. Five different treatment plans were delivered to the Delta4 phantom positioned on the motion platform HexaMotion (Scandidos) (Figure 13c), which was either static or moving during irradiation. The OS system was used to synchronise the treatment delivery with the phantom motion. The same treatment plans and motion patterns were used for both the simulations and the measurements. The results showed good agreement between the measured and the simulated dose distributions during motion, and were comparable to the agreement of the results obtained for the measured and simulated static dose.
distributions. On the basis of these results, the simulation tool was considered validated and could be used for further simulations.

**Patient- and machine-specific parameters**

The developed simulation tool was then used to study how the extent of interplay effects depends on different patient- and machine-specific parameters. The patient-specific parameters investigated were the CTV size and the breathing pattern. Seventy-two breathing patterns were created by combining six different breathing amplitudes, three period times, and four initial breathing phases. The machine-specific parameters investigated were the use of flattening-filtered (FF) or FFF treatment (dose rate), dose level, collimator angle, and plan complexity. Seventeen different VMAT plans were created by varying these parameters. Different plan complexities were achieved by varying the number of monitor units (MU)/Gy. A plan with a high MU/Gy has more MLC movement and smaller field openings and could therefore be more susceptible to interplay effects. A total of 136 simulations were performed for one treatment fraction using different combinations of VMAT plans, CTV sizes, and breathing patterns. To investigate interplay effects for multiple fractions, the average dose distribution for the four different initial breathing phases was calculated and compared to the convolved dose distribution. Considerable interplay effects were observed within the CTV for single fractions and their extent depended largely on the different patient- and machine-specific parameters simulated (Figure 15). Both under- and overdosed volumes were observed, with minimum $\Delta D_{98\%}$ and maximum $\Delta D_{2\%}$ of -16.7% and 16.2%, respectively, and values in the range of 10%-15% were common. The extent of interplay effects was larger for FFF than for FF and generally increased with higher breathing amplitudes, longer period times, lower dose levels, and more complex treatment plans (Figure 15). These dependencies all agreed with those found in previous studies [4, 6-8, 137, 140-142, 145, 146]. However, no single study has investigated the dependence of interplay effects on all these parameters for VMAT before. The increase in interplay effects observed with longer period times, lower dose levels, and FFF (higher dose rate) is due to less intrafraction averaging, i.e., interplay effects average out to a lesser extent when fewer respiratory cycles pass while the plan is delivered. Although trends in the dependence of interplay effects on the different parameters were observed, large fluctuations were present (Figure 15). In addition, the interplay effects varied considerably with the initial breathing phase, and larger variations in $\Delta D_{98\%}$ and $\Delta D_{2\%}$ were observed for smaller CTVs. These variations were due to interference from particular combinations of breathing patterns and machine-specific parameters, which make interplay effects for real patient treatments extremely difficult to predict. Only small differences in $\Delta D_{98\%}$ and $\Delta D_{2\%}$ were observed for different collimator angles, in contrast with the results
found by Court et al. [137], which showed larger interplay effects for parallel motion between the MLCs and the TV for IMRT than for perpendicular motion. When multiple fractions were simulated, the extent of the interplay effects decreased (Figure 15) because of interfraction averaging, which was in agreement with previous studies [2-8]. However, whether this averaging also applies to the biological effect is not known. Thus, investigating interplay effects for individual fractions and not just for the total accumulated dose of the whole treatment could be important. The interplay effects could be mitigated by wise selection of the machine-specific parameters, for example, reduce the complexity of the treatment plan, reduce the dose rate (i.e., use FF instead of FFF), or reduce both. However, reducing the dose rate leads to prolonged treatment times, thus increasing the likelihood of patient motion during treatment delivery. In addition, care should be taken before using VMAT for patients with large tumour motion and long period times.

![Figure 15](image)

**Figure 15** Dependence of interplay effects on (a) the breathing amplitude and period time, and (b) the dose level for flattening-filtered (FF) and flattening-filter free (FFF) treatment, presented as the relative dose differences to 98% of the clinical target volume (ΔD98%). The different initial breathing phases are displayed in different colour shades and the effect of multiple fractions is displayed in black. The lines are for illustration only. The corresponding figures for all parameters investigated are presented in paper V.

**Clinical application**

To estimate interplay effects for real patient treatments, including those caused by anatomical deformations from breathing, the simulation tool in paper VI was modified for application to patient 4DCT images and DIR was used to dynamically accumulate the dose. This modified simulation method was then used to investigate interplay effects for FFF VMAT SBRT for liver tumours, which have been investigated in only a few studies [144-146, 151]. None of these studies investigated FFF treatment, and anatomical deformations were considered for only a few patients by Kuo et al. [146]. Large interplay effects would be expected with FFF VMAT SBRT for liver tumours because of large tumour motion [35, 151-153], low
interfraction averaging (few fractions) [144-146, 151], and low intrafraction averaging (short delivery times) [21]. In addition, one can assume the treatment plans to be quite complex because the tumour is adjacent to many radiation-sensitive OARs, such as the liver and bowel [145]. As shown in paper V, the combination of high-complexity FFF VMAT plans and large tumour motion may be very susceptible to interplay effects.

Free breathing 4DCT images for 10 liver SBRT patients, which represented a large range of tumour motions and GTV sizes, were included in paper VI. The 4DCT images were acquired using the Anzai pressure belt without abdominal compression. To simulate clinically relevant treatment conditions, the delineation of TVs and OARs and the generation of treatment plans were based on the NRG-BR001 protocol (ClinicalTrials.gov, Identifier: NCT02206334). NRG-BR001 is a phase I study of SBRT for treating oligometastatic prostate, breast, and lung cancers to establish the safety and efficacy of SBRT in treating multiple metastases (including metastases in the liver) within a single treatment course. Based on the GTV, an ITV was created in the mid-ventilation phase, with individual margins based on the maximum motion relative to the mid-ventilation phase in the CC, AP, and LR directions. A PTV was then generated by adding 5-mm margins in the LR and AP directions and a 7-mm margin in the CC direction. 10 MV FFF VMAT plans (maximum dose rate = 2400 MU/min), with the prescribed dose of 45 Gy in three fractions, were created using the Eclipse TPS.

To generate dose distributions that include the effects of motion, i.e., both interplay effects and dose blurring, each plan was divided into phase-specific sub-plans using the simulation tool developed in paper V that were calculated on the corresponding phase of the 4DCT image (Figure 5). A blurred dose distribution that did not include interplay effects was also obtained by distributing the delivery of the whole plan uniformly over all phases. The total dose distributions were accumulated at the mid-ventilation phase using the DVFs from DIR between the corresponding CT and the mid-ventilation phase CT. Hence, three different dose distributions were generated for each patient (Figure 16):

- **Original static dose distribution**: Original dose distribution at the mid-ventilation phase that does not include any effects of motion
- **Dose distribution without interplay**: Simulated dose distribution that includes the effects of dose blurring but not interplay effects
- **Dose distribution with interplay**: Simulated dose distribution that includes both dose blurring and interplay effects

For each dose distribution, \(D_{98\%}\), \(D_{2\%}\), \(D_{\text{mean}}\), and HI [Eq. (1)] within the GTV were calculated. In addition, \(\Delta D_{98\%}\) and \(\Delta D_{2\%}\) were calculated for the difference between the dose distributions with and without interplay. By comparing these dose
distributions, it was possible to separate the interplay effects from dose blurring. All simulations were performed for a single fraction. Friedman tests were carried out to determine if the difference between the three dose distributions was significant. If a significant difference was observed, post-hoc two-sided paired Wilcoxon tests were carried out and multiple testing was accounted for with a Bonferroni correction.

The dose distribution without interplay effects was more homogeneous than the original static dose distribution because the heterogeneities within the GTV in the original plan were blurred (Figure 16b). The dose distributions were more heterogeneous when interplay effects were included (Figure 16c). Comparison of the dose distributions with and without interplay effects included showed that $D_{98\%}$ decreased for 9 of the 10 patients and $D_{2\%}$ increased for all patients, resulting in a higher HI for all patients. The median $\Delta D_{98\%}$ and $\Delta D_{2\%}$ were -4.0% (range -7.0% to -1.5%) and 4.1% (range 2.5% to 4.9%), respectively. When the total effect of motion was considered (by comparing the dose distribution with interplay and the original static dose distribution), the differences in the dosimetric parameters were slightly smaller because the interplay effects were partly cancelled out by the dose blurring. However, significant differences in $D_{98\%}$, $D_{2\%}$, and HI were still observed.

The interplay effects observed in paper VI were larger than those in previous studies, for both liver and lung SBRT [7, 140-146, 151], probably because a high dose rate (2400 MU/min) in combination with a relatively long period time (5 s) was simulated for a single fraction, thus minimising both the intrafractional and the interfractional averaging. These simulation conditions were chosen because they were considered clinically relevant worst-case scenarios and generated large interplay effects in paper V. The simulation method developed in paper VI has the advantage of accounting for breathing-induced deformations because it is based on 4DCT images and DIR. Paper VI was the first study that investigated breathing-induced interplay effects for FFF VMAT SBRT for liver tumours, including deformations. However, it was limited to the motion that occurred during the 4DCT scan, which may not be representative of the motion that occurs during treatment delivery [151, 152, 154]. Another limitation of paper VI is that simulations were performed for only one initial breathing phase for a single treatment fraction, although in paper V both the initial breathing phase and the fractionation had a large impact on the extent of interplay effects. In addition, uncertainties in the DIR may have affected the accuracy of the dose accumulation.
Figure 16 Examples of (a) an original static dose distribution, (b) a dose distribution with dose blurring, and (c) a dose distribution with both dose blurring and interplay effects, for stereotactic liver volumetric modulated arc therapy. (d) The difference between the dose distributions in (b) and (c), with negative and positive dose differences indicated in blue and red, respectively. The white lines correspond to the gross tumour volume (GTV). Adopted from paper VI.
Conclusions

In this thesis, major dosimetric effects of breathing motion on radiotherapy treatment were demonstrated. Knowledge of these effects is important for the ability to individually optimise the radiotherapy treatment. Beneficial effects were observed when the patient used controlled deep inspiration (DI). It reduced the dose to the organs at risk (OARs) while maintaining the dose to the target. Photon treatment of left-sided breast cancer during DI reduced the doses to the heart, left anterior descending coronary artery, and lung (papers I and III). Based on normal tissue complication probability calculations, these dose reductions could translate into reduced risk of late effects (paper I). Good intrafractional deep inspiration breath-hold (DIBH) reproducibility was observed; hence, reduced OAR doses were maintained during treatment delivery to the patient (paper III). However, large intrafractional DIBH variations were observed for a few treatment fractions. This could affect the target coverage and OAR doses negatively, so a good motion-monitoring strategy is important. Proton therapy during both DI and free breathing (FB) generally reduced OAR doses beyond what could be achieved with DI photon therapy (paper II). For mediastinal Hodgkin’s lymphoma (HL), the use of DI and proton therapy generally reduced OAR doses compared to FB and photon therapy (paper IV). However, because multiple OARs are considered and there is a large variation in disease distribution, there is not a single best treatment technique for all mediastinal HL patients, and both the breathing- and delivery techniques should be chosen individually for each patient.

Breathing-motion-induced interplay effects were shown to negatively affect the dose distribution for volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT), resulting in the underdosing of part of the tumour. The extent of interplay effects depended on the tumour motion and treatment plan characteristics (paper V). The interplay effects generally increased for higher breathing amplitudes, longer period times, lower dose levels, higher dose rates (flattening-filter free), and more complex treatment plans. Selecting these treatment delivery parameters wisely can mitigate the interplay effects. Furthermore, investigation of interplay effects in real patient treatments of liver metastases using flattening-filter free stereotactic VMAT showed that parts of the tumour could be underdosed up to 7% (paper VI).
Future perspectives

There are clear dosimetric benefits of using DI treatment for left-sided breast cancer, but the benefits are less clear for mediastinal HL due to the large differences in disease distribution from patient to patient. More studies are needed to determine which HL patients would benefit from DI treatment. In addition, further investigation of the dosimetric consequences of both intrafractional breathing motion and DIBH variability is warranted, especially for IMPT. Treatment during DI could also be beneficial for other diagnoses such as lung and liver tumours, but such treatment is more complex because the tumour motion is less correlated with the movement of the chest wall, and further research is required.

To better understand the complexity of breathing-induced interplay effects in the treatment of moving tumours, further investigations that includes more treatment scenarios and diagnoses are needed. The simulation tool developed in papers V and VI could be further developed for use with IMPT, for which the interplay effects are larger than those for VMAT. Interplay effects also could result in undesired hotspots within the OARs, which needs to be further investigated. Ideally, the simulations performed should be for realistic treatment conditions, including breathing-induced anatomical deformations and tumour motion representative of an entire treatment delivery. Four-dimensional magnetic resonance imaging (4D MRI), which allows for time-resolved volumetric imaging during a time span representative of treatment delivery, could be used to achieve realistic simulations. Four-dimensional MRI could also be used to acquire images during multiple DIBHs, thus allowing further investigation of the dosimetric effects of inter-breath-hold variations. Altogether, such simulation method would enable investigation of the delivered dose to the patient, including various uncertainties, instead of only the planned dose. Ultimately, this information could be used to provide clinical guidelines about when it is safe to treat moving tumours using different treatment techniques.

This thesis has shown that breathing motion may have both positive and negative effects on the dose distribution in radiotherapy. However, the clinical impact of these dosimetric effects for the patient remains to be investigated. To date, no study has shown that the use of DI and protons actually reduces late effects in current breast cancer and HL radiotherapy. In addition, further research is needed to determine the clinical impact of the dose heterogeneities caused by interplay effects.
The interplay effects average out dosimetrically when multiple fractions are delivered; however, the biological effect of the dose heterogeneities delivered at each fraction is not fully known. The biological effect could be further investigated with *in vivo* studies on mice using a small-animal radiotherapy system that can deliver dose distributions that include hot and cold spots corresponding to interplay effects.
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During radiotherapy, patients are treated using ionizing radiation with the aim to eradicate the tumour while sparing surrounding healthy tissue. This may be compromised for treatment in the thorax and abdomen because of breathing motion, resulting in a degradation of the dose distribution to the tumour and healthy tissue. Treatment during controlled deep inspiration could mitigate the motion and lead to favourable anatomical changes in the tumour position with respect to healthy tissue. In the work presented in this thesis, various effects of breathing motion on the tumour and healthy tissue dose distribution in photon and proton therapy were investigated.